
 
 

Appendix 1. Search strategy and key words used in database search 

Database Search strategy and keywords 

PubMed 

((opinion OR opinions) OR (view or views) OR (attitude or attitudes) OR 

(experience OR experiences) OR satisfaction OR (motivation or motivations) 

OR (perception OR perceptions) OR (preference OR preferences)  OR 

“Attitude to Health”[MH] OR awareness[TW] OR (barrier OR barriers) OR 

(facilitator or facilitators)) AND (pharmacy OR pharmacies OR pharmacist OR 

pharmacists) AND (“Interviews as Topic[MH] OR “Empirical Research[MH] 

OR semi-structured OR qualitative OR (“Focus Groups”[TW] OR “focus 

group”)) AND Australia[TIAB] 

Scopus 

(((TITLE-ABS-KEY (opinion OR opinions)) OR (TITLE-ABS-KEY (view OR 

views) ) OR (TITLE-ABS-KEY (attitude OR attitudes)) OR (TITLE-ABS-KEY 

(experience OR experiences)) OR (TITLE-ABS-KEY (satisfaction)) OR 

(TITLE-ABS-KEY (motivation OR motivations)) OR (TITLE-ABS-KEY 

(perception OR perceptions)) OR (TITLE-ABS-KEY ( preference OR 

preferences))) OR ((TITLE-ABS-KEY (awareness)) OR (TITLE-ABS-KEY 

(barrier OR barriers)) OR (TITLE-ABS-KEY (facilitator OR facilitators)) OR 

(KEY (patient attitude)) OR (KEY (patient satisfaction)) OR (KEY (health 

personnel attitude)) OR (KEY (patient preference)))) AND ((TITLE-ABS-KEY 

(pharmacy OR pharmacies)) OR (TITLE-ABS-KEY (pharmacist OR 

pharmacists))) AND ((KEY (semi structured interview)) OR ( TITLE-ABS-KEY 

(qualitative)) OR (KEY (qualitative research))) AND (TITLE-ABS-KEY 

(Australia)) 

Informit Pharmacy AND qualitative 

 

   



 
 

Appendix 2. Relationships between influential elements and resulted network* 

 

* Elements’ numbers in the figure match with the elements’ numbers on table 3 where a full 

description of each element can be found. The size of the nodes is determined by the 

number of times (i.e., articles) that each element was reported.  

Pat:  element at the patient level; Pharm: element at the healthcare professional level (i.e., 

pharmacist); GP: element at the at the healthcare professional level (i.e., general 

practitioner); Rel: element related to the relationships (or interactions) between individuals; 

PhSet:  element related to the community pharmacy setting; Serv: element related to the 

community pharmacy service; Sys:  influential element at the community and healthcare 

system level. 



 
 

Related elements Description of the relationship 

Pat09 Pat12 
Patients who did not have a positive experience with CPSs were not 

motivated to receive future ones1  

Pat14 Pat02 
Patients’ language issues prevented them from becoming more 

aware of CPSs2 

Pat09 Pharm15 
Patients’ previous positive experiences of CPS were related to a 

suitable knowledge of the pharmacist3 

Pat09 Pharm17 

Patients’ previous positive experiences of CPS were related to 

positive humanistic attributes of the community pharmacist (i.e. 

friendly)3 

Pat09 Rel33 

Patients’ previous positive experiences in the pharmacy contributed 

to the formation of a closer relationship between the patient and the 

pharmacist3 

Pat13 Pharm15 
Patients with higher levels of emotional intelligence valued the 

knowledge and competency of community pharmacists4 

Pat13 Pharm17 
Patients with lower levels of emotional intelligence valued the 

humanistic attributes of the community pharmacist in CPS4 

Pharm16 Pat02 
Lack of multilingual community pharmacists prevented awareness 

of the availability of CPS in some ethnic patients2 

Pharm17 Rel33 

The humanistic attributes of the pharmacist (e.g., approachability, 

sensitivity) shaped the relationships between the patient and the 

pharmacist3 

Pharm17 Serv47 

The humanistic attributes of the pharmacist (e.g., approachability) 

created an environment in which patients could ask questions, seek 

advice and better address their needs5 

GP25 Sys57 
GPs can see a higher value in CPSs when they address their time 

limitations6 

GP25 Pharm15 GPs’ perceptions and understanding of the role of community 



 
 

pharmacists depends on whether pharmacists have received 

appropriate training and demonstrate suitable health-related 

knowledge and skills7 

Rel38 Rel34 
GP-Pharmacist combined meetings and training can promote 

collaborative relationships between the pharmacist and GP8 

Rel33 Pat05 

Patients who had an on-going relationship with community 

pharmacists were more likely to see the value of pharmacists 

providing health services3 

Rel33 Serv50 

The existence of a relationship between the patient and the 

pharmacist can determine the success of follow-up mechanisms in 

the CPS4 

Rel35 GP25 

GPs who experienced a high level of communication with 

pharmacists saw value in the input pharmacists can make to their 

practice8 

Rel38 GP25 

Developing multidisciplinary training with pharmacists and GPs 

could enhance GPs’ understanding and perception of pharmacists’ 

capabilities and role in healthcare8 

PhSet39 Rel34 

Physical accessibility and co-location of the pharmacy to the GP 

medical centre can promote collaborative relationships between the 

pharmacists and GPs8,9  

PhSet44 Rel34 
Time constraints of the pharmacist limited the collaboration between 

the pharmacists and the nurse10 

Serv47 Pat09 
When patients perceived that CPS were not patient-centred, they 

reported negative experiences3 

Serv47 Rel33 
CPSs which are patient-centred can contribute to the development 

of a relationship between the patient and the pharmacist3,11 

Serv52 Rel33 

Having the same pharmacist delivering the CPS each time can 

contribute to the development of a relationship between the patient 

and the pharmacist1 



 
 

Serv53 Sys57 

Involving healthcare providers other than pharmacists (e.g., practice 

nurses) in the provision/coordination of CPS and related processes 

can positively influence GP time and workload constraints12 

Sys57 Rel35 
The workload and time of GPs influence the mode through which 

they interact and communicate with community pharmacists9 

Sys58 GP27 

Complex administrative processes (e.g., tedious paperwork to refer 

patients to CPS) that require extra time from the GP (Sys57) may 

affect GPs’ willingness to collaborate with CPSs12 

Sys59 Rel34 
A system for sharing information can promote collaborative 

relationships between the pharmacist and GP8 

Sys60 Rel34 
The presence of protocols to guide CPS delivery can contribute to 

improved GP–pharmacist relationships9 
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